
BE HAPPY - BE WORRIED

Hidden voices are coming up
Other truths are dawning…

They come closer with lighted torches
Lighting up our cities

They are the fruits of the peace and the wars,
They are the sing of an incalculable value thing…                

They are men and women in this land,
They are the same as me, they are what I am.     

Be happy the ones who believe in the rest of the people,
The ones who give all themselves for the rest of the people.

Be worried the ones who gather wellness,
The ones who look for the power.

Be happy the ones who built the truth,
The ones who dreamed with a world up side down.

Be worried the ones who don’t want to speak,
The ones who don’t hand over.

They are climbing because we are the north,                         
They are settling down because “here is better” …  

They entered without checking the passport
But they brought us their heart.

They are not dumb witnesses, without memory;
They are not the dead weight of in�ation…

They are signi�cant part of history,
They are not problem… they are solution.

Be happy the ones who believe in the rest of the people,
The ones who give all themselves for the rest of the people.

Be worried the ones who gather wellness,
The ones who look for the power.

Be happy the ones who built the truth,
The ones who dreamed with a world up side down.

Be worried the ones who don’t want to speak,
The ones who don’t hand over.

Be worried, be worried the ones who think “they are mr. important”…be worried
Be worried, be worried the irreproachable…be worried

Be worried, be worried the ones who don’t cry…be worried
Be worried, be worried the ones who gather…be worried

Be happy, be happy, the excluded ones… be happy
Be happy, be happy, the chased ones… be happy

Be happy, be happy, the ones who count on … be happy
Be happy, be happy, the ones who trust… be happy

Be worried the businessmen, who pay laughing and bile wages
Be happy the ones who volunteer, if they are supportive wherever they are.

Be worried the puritans, who wash their hand following the law,
Be happy the partners, who were always, with doubts or faith.

Be happy the humanist, the gays, the artists, the kind people…
Be happy and see you tomorrow,

and excuse me I don’t mean to be redundant… yourselves too.

 

(Letra y Música: Luis Guitarra)

TO UNLEARN THE WAR    
To unlearn the war, to feed-back to smile,

to fray the worries, to heal the wounds.
To blur the borders, to shun from greed,

to give preference to someone else's things, to refuse the orders
 

To call o� the hatred,
to reject the rage

to refuse to use the power,        
to get surrounded by caresses.

 

To open again all the doors
to besiege every lie,

to pact without conditions,
to give up to justice.

 
To rehabilitate dreams,
to penalize the hurries

to compensate the soul,
to join the joy.

 

To humanize the creeds,
to purify the breeze,
to tidy up The Earth,

to reinagurate the life.

To call o� the hatred,
to reject the rage

to refuse to use the power,        
to get surrounded by caresses.

 

To open again all the doors
to besiege every lie,

to pact without conditions,
to give up to justice.

 
To unlearn the war,to heal the wounds…
To unlearn the war,to refuse the orders…

To unlearn the war,to get surrounded by caresses…
To unlearn the war,to give up to justice…

To unlearn the war, to join the joy…
To unlearn the war,to reinagurate the life…
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